Dynamic Electrochemical Control of Cell Capture-and-Release Based on Redox-Controlled Host-Guest Interactions.
Artificial control of cell adhesion on smart surface is an on-demand technique in areas ranging from tissue engineering, stem cell differentiation, to the design of cell-based diagnostic system. In this paper, we report an electrochemical system for dynamic control of cell catch-and-release, which is based on the redox-controlled host-guest interaction. Experimental results reveal that the interaction between guest molecule (ferrocene, Fc) and host molecule (β-cyclodextrin, β-CD) is highly sensitive to electrochemical stimulus. By applying a reduction voltage, the uncharged Fc can bind to β-CD that is immobilized at the electrode surface. Otherwise, it is disassociated from the surface as a result of electrochemical oxidation, thus releasing the captured cells. The catch-and-release process on this voltage-responsive surface is noninvasive with the cell viability over 86%. Moreover, because Fc can act as an electrochemical probe for signal readout, the integration of this property has further extended the ability of this system to cell detection. Electrochemical signal has been greatly enhanced for cell detection by introducing branched polymer scaffold that are carrying large quantities of Fc moieties. Therefore, a minimum of 10 cells can be analyzed. It is anticipated that such redox-controlled system can be an important tool in biological and biomedical research, especially for electrochemical stimulated tissue engineering and cell-based clinical diagnosis.